
Name: ____________________________________________

Crucible Multi-Genre Project Rubric
 Exemplary

(5 points)
Admirable
(4 points)

Adequate
(3 points)

Minimal 
(1 point)

Score

Front matter: 
Cover, Title 

Page, Table of 
contents

Displayed 
material in a 
creative, clear, 
appropriate, and 
precise manner
Displayed on 
time

Displayed the 
material in 
an effective 
manner that is 
appropriate 
Displayed on 
time

Organizes the 
material in an 
appropriate 
manner, but 
may lack some 
clarity or 
consistency was  
displayed part of 
the day

Little evidence 
of a cohesive 
plan. Little or 
no description 
or detail. Was 
submitted 
but was not 
displayed at 
MGP fair.

 
 

_____X4=
 

/20

Prologue Creatively 
situates the 
reader with 
information they 
need to know 
before reading 
or listening to 
the project

Situates the 
reader with 
important 
information for 
understanding 
the basis for the 
project

Does not give 
the reader 
enough 
information to 
understand the 
basis for the 
project 

Does not 
acknowledge 
that the reader 
needs certain 
information to 
make the most 
of the project

 
_____ X6=

 
/30

Multi-genre 
Writing Section

 
Original Pieces 

only!

4 Unified, focused, 
original pieces; 
topic or ideas 
consistently clear, 
details varied and 
vivid, something 
new learned in 
each piece; pieces 
are substantial

4 Generally 
well-organized 
original pieces; 
topics or ideas 
generally clear, 
details generally 
varied and vivid; 
evidence of 
lessons learned

Less than 4 
original pieces, 
topics, ideas, or 
plans may not 
be clear in the 
original pieces; 
minimal use of 
supportive detail; 
not so much new 
learned in each 
piece; pieces are 
not substantial

Topic may be clear 
but no overall 
organizational 
plans; little 
development of 
ideas; learned 
nothing new in 
each piece and/
or pieces are not 
original

 
_____ X12=

 
/60

 

Conventions Correct 
grammar, 
punctuation, 
and spelling

Mostly correct 
grammar, 
punctuation, 
and spelling

Frequent errors 
in grammar, 
punctuation, 
and spelling

Numerous 
problems with 
grammar, 
punctuation, 
and spelling

 
_____ X6=

 
/30

Unity Project flows 
nicely assigned 
theme is clear  
and transition 
between each 
genre

Project addressed 
assigned theme 
and some flow 
and transition 
separating each 
genre

Project has 
little flow and 
a somewhat 
assigned theme 
and transition 
between genres

Project does 
not have a 
clear theme 
assigned or flow 
and transition 
between genres

 
_____ X4=

 
/20

Works Cited Accurately 
documented 
sources using MLA 
format

Documents 
sources with 
minor errors using 
MLA format

Documents 
sources with many 
errors using MLA 
format

Does not 
document sources 
correctly; missing 
sources

 
_____ X4=

 
/20

Presentation Project is 
constructed 
with care and 
is beautifully 
presented

Project is 
constructed with 
some care and is 
presented well

Project is 
constructed well 
and is presented 
somewhat okay

Project is sloppily 
put together and 
presented with 
little care

 
_____ X4=

 
/20

TOTAL      
         /200

 
 


